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Background: Given that wheezing is treated with inhaled β2-agonists, their effect

should be reviewed before the condition becomes severe; however, few methods can

currently predict reactivity to inhaled β2-agonists. We investigated whether preinhalation

wheezing characteristics identified by lung sound analysis can predict reactivity to

inhaled β2-agonists.

Methods: In 202 children aged 10–153 months, wheezing was identified by

auscultation. Lung sounds were recorded for 30 s in the chest region on the chest wall

during tidal breathing. We analyzed the wheezing before and after β2-agonist inhalation.

Wheezing was displayed as horizontal bars of intensity defined as a wheeze power band,

and the wheezing characteristics (number, frequency, and maximum intensity frequency)

were evaluated by lung sound analysis. The participants were divided into two groups:

non-disappears (wheezing did not disappear after inhalation) and disappears (wheezing

disappeared after inhalation). Wheezing characteristics before β2-agonist inhalation were

compared between the two groups.

The characteristics of wheezing were not affected by body size. The number of wheeze

power bands of the non-responder group was significantly higher than those of the

responder group (P < 0.001). The number of wheeze power bands was a predictor

of reactivity to inhaled β2-agonists, with a cutoff of 11.1. The 95% confidence intervals

of sensitivity, specificity, and positive and negative predictive values were 88.8, 42, 44,

and 81.1% (P < 0.001), respectively.

Conclusions: The number of preinhalation wheeze power bands shown by lung sound

analysis was a useful indicator before treatment. This indicator could be a beneficial index

for managing wheezing in young children.
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INTRODUCTION

In the medical field, technical innovation has engendered
telemedicine and home-based therapy; however, the practical use
of these technologies has been limited. For respiratory diseases,
lung sounds represent simple physical data, which have no value
by themselves and are only clinically important when evaluated
by a physician (1–3).

Appropriate judgment of lung sound data by specialists is
required, especially when determining the patient’s response
to treatment, which constitutes important information in
telemedicine. Acute exacerbation typically occurs at night and
needs to be treated promptly; therefore, caregivers need to cope
with the symptoms of this acute exacerbation. For parents,
properly managing these exacerbations in young children is
challenging, especially in infants. At present, there is no specific
tool or criterion for treating these exacerbations.

Wheezing is a typical sign of respiratory exacerbation in
individuals of all ages. Wheezing that occurs repeatedly over
prolonged periods is an important factor in the diagnosis of
bronchial asthma. Some young children with recurrent wheezing
do not exhibit asthma (4, 5). Wheezing episodes in young
children should initially be treated with inhaled short-acting
beta-2 (β2) agonists, regardless of whether a clinical diagnosis of
asthma has been made (6). According to international guidelines,
initial treatment provided at home should comprise an inhaled
β2-agonist, and the effect should be reviewed before the condition
becomes severe (6). Physicians usually judge reactivity of inhaled
β2-agonist by whether wheezing sounds disappear or do not
disappear after inhaling the β2-agonist. Accurately evaluating
a child’s reactivity to inhaled β2-agonists at home is therefore
challenging for parents/caregivers. There are currently few
methods for predicting the effects of inhaled β2-agonists on
wheezing in young children.

Wheezing is an important physical sign of worsening
respiratory conditions that can be auscultated using a stethoscope
(7–9). Recent developments in signal processing methods have
improved the extraction of physiologically and clinically relevant
information from a lung sound analysis (10–12), a noninvasive
method that does not require the infant’s cooperation and is
useful in objectively evaluating wheezing. A number of studies
have evaluated the severity of airway obstruction by assessing the
particular characteristics of wheezing (13, 14).

However, wheezing characteristics have not yet been
adequately analyzed to establish their association with reactivity
to inhaled β2-agonists in exacerbations. Our aim is to develop
a home medical device to evaluate the wheezing condition.
In this study, we investigated (as an objective index) whether
preinhalation wheezing characteristics, detected by lung sound
analysis, could predict reactivity to inhaled β2-agonists in
children, including infants.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
All participants were outpatients from the Arai Pediatric Clinic,
Makata Pediatrics and Allergy Clinic, Osaka Women’s and

Children’s Hospital, Odasada Pediatrics and Allergy, or Minami
Wakayama Medical Center in Japan, who were brought to
each of these hospitals to treat recurrent wheezing, cough,
and dyspnea. All participants had more than 3 episodes of
wheezing and were diagnosed with asthma according to the
Japanese pediatric guidelines for the treatment and management
of asthma (6). The exclusion criteria included the presence of
respiratory syncytial virus infection, human metapneumovirus
infection, chronic wheezing diseases, laryngomalacia, whooping
cough, immunodeficiency, and cardiac and neonatal pulmonary
problems. These diagnoses were evaluated by a pediatrician who
specializes in childhood respiratory and allergic diseases.

The required number of samples was 41, with an AUC of 0.8, a
power of 0.95, and a one-sided test (R version 3.4.1 software). The
study population comprised 202 pediatric outpatients (median
age, 19.9 months; range, 10–153 months; male/female ratio,
107/95). Written informed consent was obtained from the
parents or legal guardians of all participants, and the study
protocol was approved by the Minami Wakayama Medical
Center’s ethics committee [approval number 2016–22 (2)].

Study Design
All participants exhibited audible wheezing during tidal
breathing, as observed by auscultation. Lung sounds were
recorded for 30 s in the upper right anterior chest region at the
second intercostal space and at the midclavicular line on the
chest wall during tidal breathing. The lung sounds, including
wheezing, were identified and independently confirmed by
each specialist physician who recorded the wheezing according
to previous methods (15). A total of 197 participants, for
whom data were available, were examined to evaluate heart
rate and oxygen saturation. Information regarding symptom
exacerbation, including wheezing, coughing, heavy breathing,
reduced activity, shortness of breath, and sleep disturbance was
obtained from the parents or legal guardians.

Thereafter, all participants were treated with inhaled β2-
agonists (10–30 µg of procaterol and 2.0ml of saline) (6, 16).
The study physicians auscultated and recorded the lung sounds
simultaneously 15min after the β2-agonist inhalation (12, 15).
All participants were treated according to the Japanese pediatric
guidelines for the treatment and management of asthma (6).

Wheezing was evaluated to identify changes before and after
inhalation via auscultation and lung sound analysis. According
to the reactivity to the inhaled β2-agonists, the participants
were divided into two groups: non-disappear and disappear.
Participants whose wheezing disappeared after inhaling β2-
agonists were assigned to the disappear group, whereas those
whose wheezing did not disappear after inhaling β2-agonists
were assigned to the non-disappear group.

We compared the physical signs, including heart rate, oxygen
saturation, and participant characteristics between the two
groups. The wheezing characteristics before inhaling β2-agonists
were compared between the two groups as described below.

Sound Recording and Sound Analysis
Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the equipment employed
in the lung sound recordings (17). The sound recording
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FIGURE 1 | Block diagram showing the equipment used for lung sound recording.

system consisted of a handheld assembled microphone unit
(prototype device, Omron Healthcare Corporation, Ltd., Kyoto,
Japan) and a pulse-code modulation recorder (PCM-D100
series, Sony Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). Two microphones
(MP34DR04, STMicroelectronics, Geneva, Switzerland) were
set in the microphone unit; one collected ambient sounds
around the device, while the other collected lung sounds
from the right side of the chest. We resampled the lung
sounds at 44.1-kHz with 16-bit quantization, performing a
4,096-point fast Fourier transformation using sound analysis
software (Adobe Audition CC 2018, Adobe Inc., San Jose, CA,
United States).

Figure 2 shows a sample of the spectrogram and spectrum
of the wheezing sounds (17). Prior to the sound analysis,
engineering researchers and two trained physicians evaluated
all recordings. The recorded lung sounds were reviewed
to discriminate wheezes from other sounds, such as noises
generated due to friction between the microphone and
the participants’ skin. We detected wheezing on the sound
spectrograms as defined by the Computerized Respiratory
Sound Analysis (CORSA) guidelines. A wheeze is defined as
a continuous adventitious musical sound. Acoustically, it is
characterized by periodic waveforms with a dominant frequency
typically over 100Hz and lasting over 100ms (18).

Wheezing Indexes
The lung sound analysis is displayed as horizontal bars of
intensity with corresponding sharp peaks of power. The sharp
peak of power was defined as a wheeze power band (Figure 2A)
(17, 19–21). Wheezing was analyzed during both inspiratory and

expiratory periods in each recorded file according to the six
indexes explained below.

Number of Wheeze Power Bands per 30s
We counted the number of wheeze power bands per 30s in each
file (17).

Lowest Frequency of Wheeze Power Bands
We calculated the lowest frequencies of all wheeze power bands
as described above (Figure 2B) (17).

Highest Frequency of Wheeze Power Bands
We recorded the highest frequency that could be recognized
on the spectrogram (Figure 2B) (17), as well as the highest
frequencies of all wheeze power bands in each file, and calculated
the mean frequencies of all wheeze power bands from the
individual data.

Maximum Intensity Frequency of Wheeze

Power Bands
We recorded the maximum intensity frequency of all wheeze
power bands (20, 21) and calculated the mean frequency of the
wheeze power bands’ maximum intensity for each recorded file
(Figure 2C) (17).

Statistical Analysis
The correlation coefficients between age, weight, and height
with sound variables were determined using Pearson’s
correlation coefficient.

We performed the statistical analyses using STATFLEX ver.
6.0 (Artec Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan). The wheezing indexes
and participant characteristics are presented as the mean ±
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FIGURE 2 | Wheezing indexes. The lung sound analysis displayed wheezes as horizontal bars of intensity with corresponding sharp peaks of power. The sharp peak

of power was defined as a wheeze. The following indexes were calculated: (1) duration of wheeze power bands (B), (2) number of wheeze bands per 30s (B), (3)

lowest frequency of wheeze power bands (B), (4) highest frequency of wheeze power bands (B), and (5) frequency of maximum intensity of wheeze power bands (C).

standard deviation. We compared the participant characteristics
and wheezing indexes between the two groups using an
unpaired t-test.

We calculated the sensitivity (true-positive rate), specificity
(true-negative rate), positive predictive value, negative predictive
value, and positive and negative likelihood ratios (the probability
of symptom exacerbation according to the wheezing index cutoff
value), and we used a receiver operating characteristic curve to
describe the relationship between the sensitivity and specificity
of the various cutoff values (wheezing index) as reactivity to the
inhaled β2-agonists.

We also calculated the area under the curve (AUC) for all
possible cutoff values of the highest frequency of the wheeze
power bands. P < 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
The confidence interval of the data analyzed was 95%.

RESULTS

Differences in Participant Characteristics
Table 1 lists the participant characteristics and respiratory
statuses of the two groups. Except for heart rate, there were no
significant differences between the two groups.

Correlations of the Wheezing Indexes With
Age, Height, and Weight
All the wheezing indexes were not significantly affected by age,
height, and weight (Table 2). The respiratory cycle was not
significantly correlated with all the wheezing indexes.

TABLE 1 | Participants’ characteristics and respiratory statuses of the two groups.

Disappear

Group

(n = 91)

Nondisappear

Group

(n = 111)

P-value

Age, month (Range) 51.5 ± 41.2

(10∼151)

48.8 ± 34.0

(10∼153)

0.62

Sex (M/F) 43/48 64/47 0.09

Height, cm 98.6 ± 21.8 97.4 ± 18.9 0.70

Weight, kg 16.4 ± 8.2 16.4 ± 8.4 0.87

Food allergy (positive

%)

81.0% 93.8% 0.27

House dust and/or

Mice allergy (positive

%)

87.5% 63.3% 0.18

Total IgE, IU/ml 944.7 ±

815.5

971.8 ±

109.1

0.37

SaO2, % 98.0 ± 1.4 97.7 ± 1.5 0.30

Heart rate, bpm 107.3 ± 26.1 121.8 ± 17.8 * 0.008

Respiratory rate, /min 31.0 ± 14.1 30.6 ± 10.8 0.86

*P-values of <0.01 was considered statistically significant. Values are presented as mean

± standard deviation. IgE, immunoglobulin E; SaO2, oxygen saturation.

Comparison of the Wheeze Power Band Duration
No significant differences were observed in the duration of
wheeze power bands between the two groups (P = 0.09). The
duration of the wheeze power bands in the disappear group was
338.9 ± 202.7ms, whereas that of the non-disappear group was
398.3± 205.9 ms.
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TABLE 2 | P-values of correlations of the wheezing indexes with age, height, and weight.

Age (month) Height(cm) Weight (kg) Respiratory Rate(breaths /min)

Number of wheeze power bands per 30 s 0.04 0.04 0.08 0.17

Highest frequency of wheeze power bands (Hz) 0.07 0.03 0.01 0.007

Lowest frequency of wheeze power bands (Hz) 0.18 0.14 0.14 0.04

Maximum intensity frequency of the wheeze power bands (Hz) 0.18 0.13 0.11 0.04

FIGURE 3 | Comparison of the highest frequency of wheeze power bands

between the two groups.

Comparison of the Highest Frequency of the Wheeze

Power Bands
The highest frequency of the wheeze power bands was
significantly higher in the non-disappear group than in the
disappear group (P = 0.0014). The highest frequency of the
wheeze power bands in the non-disappear group was 592.6 ±

223.4Hz, whereas that of the disappear group was 460.8 ±

220.1Hz (Figure 3).

Comparison of the Lowest Frequency of the Wheeze

Power Bands
No significant differences were observed between the two groups
in the lowest frequency of the wheeze power bands (P = 0.23).
The lowest frequency of the wheeze power bands in the non-
disappear group was 235.2 ± 106.8Hz, whereas that of the
disappear group was 210.3± 144.6 Hz.

Comparison of the Maximum Intensity Frequency of

the Wheeze Power Bands
The frequency of the wheeze power bands was significantly
higher in the non-disappear group than that of the disappear
group (P = 0.013). The maximum intensity frequency of the

FIGURE 4 | Comparison of the frequency of maximum intensity wheeze

power bands between the two groups.

wheeze power bands in the non-disappear group was 396.1 ±

136.7Hz, whereas that of the disappear group was 331.3 ±

175.7Hz (Figure 4).

Comparison of the Number of Wheeze Power Bands

per 30s
Figure 5 shows that the number of wheeze power bands per 30s
for the non-disappear group was larger than that of the disappear
group (P = 0.0001). The number of wheeze power bands per 30s
was 9.8 ± 7.3 for the non-disappear group and 4.1 ± 5.3 for the
disappear group.

Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve
Analysis in Response to Inhaled
β2-Agonists With Respect to the Number
of Wheeze Power Bands per 30s
The cutoff value for the number of wheeze power bands per
30 s that could predict a response to the inhaled β2-agonists
was 11.1. The 95% confidence intervals of sensitivity, specificity,
positive and negative predictive values, and positive and negative
likelihood ratios were 88.8, 42, 44, and 81.1%, and 1.53 and 0.27
(P < 0.001), respectively, with an AUC of 0.72± 0.03 (Figure 6).
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FIGURE 5 | Comparison of the number of wheeze power bands per 30 s

between the two groups. Horizontal line indicates the response to the inhaled

β2-agonist, and the error bars indicate the standard deviation.

DISCUSSION

In the present study, the characteristics of preinhalation
wheezing could predict reactivity to inhaled β2-agonists.
We found that the number of preinhalation wheeze power
bands was a predictor of reactivity to inhaled β2-agonists
and a useful indicator of prolonged exacerbation risk. None
of the wheezing characteristics were affected by height,
weight, or age. Noninvasively and objectively predicting
the reactivity to inhaled β2-agonists before administering
treatment is crucial for managing wheezing in children.
Understanding the differences in the characteristics of
wheezing can be beneficial for administering treatment and
managing children with asthma for remote medical care
that children cannot go to hospital when they afraid catch
some virus infection using home medical device which we
developed (22).

Wheezing is a continuous adventitious lung sound that
is superimposed on breathing sounds. According to the
definitions in the present CORSA guidelines, the maximum
frequency of a wheeze is typically >100Hz, and its duration
is >100ms (19–21). Baughman and Loudon reported that
wheezing was also associated with a peak in the signal and
that peak amplitude constituted a criterion for classifying the
sound as a wheeze. Wheezing was displayed as horizontal
bars of intensity with corresponding sharp peaks of power,
known as wheeze power bands (23). Using lung sound
analysis, we found that the wheezing of non-disappear group
had certain wheeze power band characteristics, such as
higher number, higher frequency, and higher frequency at
maximum intensity.

FIGURE 6 | Receiver operator characteristic curve analysis in response to the

β2-agonist inhalation with the number of wheeze power bands per 30 s.

Detection of non-response to inhaled β2-agonist using the number of wheeze

power bands per 30 s. An ROC curve analysis was performed to determine

the response to inhaled β2-agonist with the number of wheeze power bands

per 30 s. The cutoff value for the number of wheeze power bands per 30 s that

could predict reactivity to the inhaled β2-agonist was 11.1.

Several studies have reported the association between
wheezing characteristics and lung function, with one study
showing that expiratory wheezing had high respiratory resistance
in infants (14).

For the frequency and intensity of wheezing, Shim and
Williams found that high frequency, louder, and longer
wheezing were associated with a lower peak expiratory
flow rate. Loudness and high frequency wheezing are
associated with more severe obstruction (24). The degree
of bronchospasm (abnormal muscle contraction in the
bronchi walls, causing airway obstruction) is related to
the frequency of wheezing sound signals, rather than
the wheezing intensity (25). Our data correspond with
this suggestion.

Based on the number of wheeze power bands, wheezing
is divided into two categories according to international
guidelines’ best-known signs of airway obstruction: monophonic
and polyphonic (9). Wheezing is considered monophonic
when only one pitch is heard and polyphonic when multiple
frequencies are simultaneously perceived. Polyphonic wheezing
involves more severe bronchial constriction than monophonic
wheezing (3, 17, 18). Wheezing is considered monophonic
when there is only a peak intensity of one frequency
and polyphonic when numerous peak intensities of varying
frequencies are perceived simultaneously by the lung sound
analysis. In other words, monophonic wheezes have one
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wheeze power band, while polyphonic have multiple wheeze
power bands, thereby indicating that polyphonic wheezing
involves more severe bronchial constriction that monophonic
wheezing (9, 24, 25). The number of wheeze bands in patients
with polyphonic wheezing was greater than that of patients
with monophonic wheezing. Moreover, patients with more
wheeze bands have a greater risk of exacerbation (9, 19–
21).

In our study, the non-disappear group had more wheeze
power bands than the disappear group. In other words,
the patients in the non-disappear group believed that they
had a more severe airway obstruction. The study subjects
were young children with a mean age of 19.9 months who
had bronchial asthma and viral lower respiratory tract
infections associated with asthma. In our subjects, the
cause of airway obstruction could be a combination of
airway inflammation and airway spasm, and the treatment
response to bronchodilator inhalation therapy might have
been different.

For home treatment, parents use bronchodilator inhalation
to prevent exacerbations even when it is difficult to identify
whether the wheezing is due to an asthma attack or a
viral infection associated with asthma. The cutoff value
for wheeze power bands was set to have low specificity
but high sensitivity so that parents do not overlook signs
of deterioration. Thus, wheeze power bands may be a
useful index for avoiding the risk of future deterioration of
respiratory status because the therapeutic effect can be predicted
before inhalation of bronchodilators regardless of the cause
of wheezing.

Gavriely et al. employed a wheeze-detection device for
overnight nocturnal monitoring to assess asthma activity in
symptomatic school-aged children (26). Although wheezing
monitoring is useful for asthma management, it is difficult
to record wheezing overnight in young children, particularly
in infants, because they cannot endure being attached to a
monitor for a long period, and it is difficult for the family to
manage and prevent the microphone from becoming dislodged.
It is therefore important to perform the examination in young
children within a short period. Furthermore, it would be more
useful for the family to have knowledge of the characteristics of
preinhalation wheezing so they can predict reactivity to inhaled
β2-agonists. However, it should be noted that this study had the
limitation that the participants with severe airway obstruction
did not demonstrate any audible lung sounds (known as
“silent chest”).

Wheezing characteristics are presumably associated with
bronchial obstruction. To date, there have been no reports
regarding how the preinhalation characteristics of wheezing
can predict reactivity to inhaled β2-agonists. The number of
preinhalation wheeze power bands assessed by lung sound
analysis was a useful indicator for predicting reactivity to inhaled
β2-agonists of airway obstruction in younger children. The study
subjects all had mild asthma attacks. As shown in Table 1,
SaO2 did not decrease in the non-disappear group, and only
heart rate increased as compared with that in the disappear
group. However, no significant differences were found in SaO2

and respiratory rates during the stable respiratory state. The
number of power band was a highly sensitive index predictive
exacerbation even in mild attacks with increased heart rate and
before decreased SaO2. This information can be obtained before
treatment using a noninvasive method and a 30-s assessment.
The results could be useful for managing wheezing in young
children with mild to moderate attack, by physicians, parents,
and legal guardians.

Lung sound analysis can noninvasively detect detailed
characteristics of wheezing in young children, including
infants. The number of wheeze power bands before inhalation
may be a predictor of responsiveness to bronchodilator
inhalation, regardless of asthma or virus infection in children,
including infants.

In home treatment, even when the cause of wheezing is
unclear, either asthma attack or concomitant viral infection, the
therapeutic effect of bronchodilator inhalation can be predicted
and considered as an index for avoiding the risk of exacerbation.
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